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Queueing systems managed by ticket technology are widely used in service industries as well as govern-
ment offices. Upon arriving at a ticket queue, each customer is issued a numbered ticket. The number

currently being served is displayed. An arriving customer balks if the difference between his ticket number
and the displayed number exceeds his patience level. We propose a Markov chain model of a ticket queue and
develop effective evaluation tools. These tools can help management quantify the service level and identify the
performance gap between the ticket queue and the conventional physical queue, in which a waiting line is
formed. We gain insights about the ways customer service is affected by information loss in the ticket queue.
In particular, we show that ticket and physical queues have significantly different balking probabilities when
customer patience is low and the system traffic is heavy. We also propose an improvement to the ticket queue
that provides each customer with his expected waiting time conditioned on his observed number difference,
which is shown to raise the performance of the ticket queue to that of the physical queue.
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1. Introduction
“To queue or not to queue?” as pointed out by
(Larson 1987, p. 904), is a question we face every
day. When we encounter a queue we often make
a quick estimate of the expected waiting time and
decide whether to join the queue based on the amount
of time we are willing to wait. If we can see the
queue, a good way to estimate the waiting time is
to count the number of people ahead of us. How-
ever, there are effectively “invisible” queues in which
we are unable to see all of the waiting people. One
example is a ticket queue, where numbered tickets are
issued to customers at arrival and the number being
served is broadcast on a display panel. In a ticket
queue, no physical queue is formed; a customer can
only see his own ticket number and the number being
served on display. Hence, a quick estimate of the wait-
ing time would have to be based on the difference
between the two numbers. Assuming service is per-
formed in increasing order of ticket number, a large
difference would imply a long waiting time. In many
situations, customers may balk (not join the queue)
when they see too large a difference. In this paper,
we study performance evaluation and improvement
of such ticket queues.

Ticket queues of a primitive type, such as the take-
a-number system we frequently encounter in bakery
shops, meat counters, and pharmacies, have been
used for many years as a means to maintain service
order. Advanced ticket-queue technology, developed
and commercialized in recent years, is a computer-
ized system for managing the flow of people and
related information during the full cycle of customer
service. A leading ticket-queue technology provider
is Q-MATIC, a Swedish company established in
1981. More than 30,000 installations of its key prod-
uct, Customer Flow Management, have been sold
worldwide. Ticket-queue technology has seen
widespread use in financial institutions, government
agencies, health care organizations, and retail stores.
In the United States, clients of Q-MATIC include the
Departments of Motor Vehicles (DMV) in 42 different
states, with hundreds of installations. A case study
of Q-MATIC implemented in the Nevada DMV
is available at http://www.qmatic-us.com. When
visiting the DMV, a customer takes a ticket from a
self-service counter and then proceeds to a waiting
area. The ticket prints out a letter and number com-
bination indicating the service type and service order
of the customer. A display panel flashes the ticket
number and indicates the counter where customers
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are served. Similar ticket queues are found in many
government offices in Singapore. A good example
is the Immigration Department, which processes
different types of visa applications for visitors. All of
the services are provided at different counters located
in the same hall, and each service type has its own
numbers. Many commercial service organizations
also deploy ticket queue technology to manage their
customers’ queue flows. For example, in China’s big
cities, many central bank offices use the technology to
manage large crowds of customers that are difficult
to keep in order with physical queues.
An interesting feature of almost all of the ticket

queues we have observed is that the ticket number is
hidden until the ticket is issued to a customer. While
such a design initially puzzled us, we came to real-
ize that it has the advantage of recording complete
information of customer arrivals, including any balk-
ing customers.
Larson (1987) and Katz et al. (1991) argue that cus-

tomers’ attitudes toward queueing can be strongly
influenced by many attributes other than the waiting
time, such as the waiting environment and social jus-
tice. Katz et al. (1991) demonstrate, via several case
studies, that a change in the queueing environment,
such as installing a news board or a TV set in the
waiting area, makes the waiting experience a positive
one and tends to increase customer satisfaction. They
also show that customers may become infuriated if
they experience social injustice, especially when the
first-in, first-out (FIFO) service rule is violated. In both
regards, the ticket-queue arrangement provides a bet-
ter waiting experience to customers. Compared to the
physical queueing arrangement, the ticket queue lib-
erates people from physical discomfort and mental
boredom of standing in crowded queues, and gives
them freedom to make more productive use of the
waiting time. It makes the premises more tidy and
relaxing, especially when several different queues are
formed at the same location. A ticket queue also pro-
tects customers’ privacy and security and reduces
their anxiety level, which is an acute concern in ser-
vice systems such as banks and hospitals. Finally,
because the ticket number represents a customer’s
logical position in line, the ticket queue prevents cut-
ting to the front of the line and thereby promotes cus-
tomer equity.
Ticket queues can also add value to business. They

create a more relaxed atmosphere for agents and
allow them to serve clients more effectively. Ticket
queues collect complete information on the demand
pattern, abandonment behavior, and agents’ perfor-
mance, thus enabling real-time decisions on customer
routing and staff allocation. This information can be
combined with Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) to generate more sales; for example, some

pharmacies use a voice-video system to announce the
number through the service area so that customers
may shop while waiting for their numbers to be
called.
Despite the numerous apparent advantages of a

ticket queue over a traditional physical queue, it has
a drawback that can significantly impede its service
performance. In the ticket-queue system, information
on physical queuing is lost, i.e., only the difference
between the customer’s ticket number and the num-
ber served is observed, but not the actual number
of customers ahead of him. We call the number dif-
ference the ticket position to differentiate it from the
queueing position. In some ticket-queue applications,
customers are naive and impatient (as most of us are)
and perceive the ticket position as the actual queueing
position, ignoring the possibility that some customers
before them may have already abandoned the queue.
This may lead them to overestimate their waiting time
based on the ticket position and abandon the queue
if it is larger than their waiting tolerance limit. Even
when some more sophisticated customers recognize
that the ticket position is upwardly biased compared
to the queueing position due to abandonment, it may
be difficult for them to obtain a quick estimate of the
queueing position. Consequently, the ticket queue can
lead to a much higher customer balking rate com-
pared to the physical queue, leading to poor service
from the customer’s perspective. It can also result in
underutilization of service capacity, which represents
a loss of productivity from the business perspective.
We observe that the analysis of a ticket queue in

which patient customers do not balk at arrival nor
renege while waiting would be identical to that of
a physical queue. This situation may occur when
only one type of service is provided and joining cus-
tomers gather around the waiting area thereby mak-
ing the queue visible. In this paper, we are concerned
with ticket queues in which the physical queue is
effectively invisible and a customer’s queueing posi-
tion can only be inferred from his ticket position.
Specifically, we are interested in the following issues:
(1) how to accurately predict the performance of a
ticket queue in the presence of partial information
(i.e., balking rate and expected delay time); (2) the
consequences if both customers and management per-
ceive the ticket queue to be the physical queue, as
many apparently do; (3) the conditions under which
a customer’s biased estimate of his anticipated delay
should be a concern to management; and (4) how
much the balking rate can be improved by offering
customers more accurate information on their antici-
pated delay.
To facilitate our analysis, we consider a simple, sin-

gle-server ticket queue in which the customers arrive
according to a Poisson process and their service times
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are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
exponential random variables. We assume for simplic-
ity’s sake that a customer will balk if his ticket posi-
tion were greater than or equal to a threshold K, but
that he will not renege while waiting. This threshold
type of balking has been shown to be individually
optimal for some queueing situations. For example,
Naor (1969) proves that, in an M/M/1 queue, if arriv-
ing customers want to maximize an expected net gain,
they should follow a threshold type of joining rule.
Whitt (1999) contends that an arriving customer who
observes the state of the system should be able to
decide immediately whether to abandon the queue;
once the customer has joined, she should be much
more likely to remain until she is served.
We first formulate a Markov chain model for the

ticket queue, which is too complex to yield a closed-
form solution of the steady-state distribution, except
for small K-values. Therefore, we develop a solution
procedure consisting of two steps. In the first step, we
aggregate the states of the Markov chain and reduce
the infinite state space to a finite one. The resulting
Markov chain has the structure of a quasi-birth-and-
death (QBD) process that admits a matrix product
form solution of the steady-state distribution. In the
second step, we disaggregate the aggregated states
into individual states and obtain their steady-state
probabilities. After obtaining the steady-state distri-
bution, we are able to evaluate key performance mea-
sures of the ticket queue: in particular, the customer’s
balking probability and his expected waiting time for
a given ticket position.
Unfortunately, this solution procedure requires ex-

ponentially increasing time and memory space as the
value of K increases. Specifically, the cardinality of the
state space is O�K2K−1� after state aggregation. There-
fore, we are forced to develop a heuristic solution to
facilitate efficient computation of the ticket queue for
large K values. This heuristic is based on our obser-
vation through extensive simulations that, most often,
balking customers appear in a consecutive sequence
at the end of the queue and are cleared in one instant.
In other words, the intermixing of joining and balking
customers rarely occurs. Thus, instead of analyzing
the ticket queue as it is, we analyze a queue in which
all balking customers can be identified and moved to
the end of the queue, or, equivalently, all joining cus-
tomers are implicitly given higher priority of service.
This queue has a much-reduced cardinality of the
state space at O�K2�, which represents, for example,
a state reduction by a factor of 29,000 when K = 20,
as compared to the original ticket queue. We develop
a polynomial time algorithm to compute the steady-
state distribution, which is then compared to the exact
solution when possible and to the simulation results

otherwise. This verifies our approximation to be effi-
cient, accurate, and robust. We also discover through
numerical computations and simulations that, when
the customer’s ticket position increases linearly in
balking limit K, his queueing position also increases
almost linearly in K. We are unable to obtain the
exact relationship between the two quantities as K
increases, but it has the potential to greatly simplify
the implementation of our proposed improvement to
the ticket queue.
We then investigate the qualitative and quantitative

relationships between the ticket and physical queues
that have the same balking limit, assuming customers
are naive and take the ticket position to be the actual
queueing position. In effect, we compare the ticket
queue to an M/M/1/K queue. This comparison is
aimed at addressing the following question: What is
the consequence if both management and customers
treat the ticket queue as the physical queue? Perceiv-
ing the two systems as the same implies that man-
agement will use the physical queue performance to
estimate the ticket-queue performance, and customers
will treat the ticket position as the queueing position.
Although our comparison is based on the simplifying
assumption that all customers use the naive balking
rule, it makes it possible to compare the two systems
qualitatively and numerically, which is valuable in
obtaining important managerial insights.
We show that, compared with the physical queue,

the ticket queue has a stochastically smaller number
of joining customers and a higher balking probabil-
ity. This result implies that, even though the ticket
queue is actually less crowded (in the stochastic sense)
than the physical queue by head count, it appears bus-
ier than the latter by ticket count. Therefore, treat-
ing the two systems the same can be detrimental to
both business and customers. For business, it means
lost sales even when it has ample capacity to pro-
vide service. It also implies that management will
overestimate its service performance. For customers,
it means that some customers will be unserved even
when those customers can tolerate delay. To influ-
ence customer behavior, and thereby improve service,
management must recognize the difference between
the two systems and communicate to customers this
hidden information in a clear and quantifiable way.
Our numerical study shows that the balking prob-

ability difference of the two systems decreases in
customers’ patience level K and increases in system
traffic intensity �, which is the ratio of the arrival
rate and service rate. Thus, the two systems yield the
most significant balking probability difference when
customers are impatient and system traffic is heavy.
In such cases, our numerical study shows that the
difference reaches 6% in terms of the absolute dif-
ference and averages 57% in terms of the percentage
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difference. Therefore, if management uses the physi-
cal queue’s balking rate to estimate the ticket queue’s
balking rate, as many apparently do, it will overesti-
mate the true service performance. We also note that
the balking probability difference appears to be con-
vex in K and �, indicating that information loss in
the ticket queue tends to worsen the already poor ser-
vice of the physical queue. On the other hand, as K
increases (patient customers) and � decreases (light
traffic), the balking probability difference becomes
less pronounced and eventually vanishes.
It is conceivable that the manner in which a cus-

tomer uses his ticket position to make the joining/
balking decision varies. Given the lack of information
in the ticket queue, however, it would be difficult for
a customer, regardless of his decision rule, to obtain
a good estimate of his queueing position. We wish to
give customers more information that aims to take the
guesswork out of their decision process. Specifically,
we propose to provide each incoming customer with
an estimate of his expected waiting time based on his
ticket position and provide a procedure to compute
the estimate.
Several ticket technology providers, such as Q-

MATIC (http://www.q-matic.us) and Q-NOMY (http:
//www.qnomy.com), already provide waiting-time
information to customers in some applications. How-
ever, because academic research in ticket queues is
lacking, we suspect that the expected waiting time
provided by practitioners is likely based on physi-
cal queue results and that it is thus upwardly biased.
Passing on to customers such faulty information will
reinforce naive customers’ belief that their estimation
of their waiting time is correct, and hence will not
help reduce the balking rate. Here, we provide man-
agement with an effective procedure to estimate accu-
rately the customer’s expected waiting time based on
his ticket position, taking the balking behavior into
consideration. We call the resulting queue the ticket-
plus queue.
Numerically, we find that the ticket-plus queue can

almost always match the physical queue on key per-
formance measures, including the customer balking
probability as well as the expected waiting time. Com-
pared with the simple ticket queue, the ticket-plus
queue achieves the most significant balking rate im-
provement when the customer has low tolerance limit
K and the system has high traffic intensity �. The con-
clusion is that the ticket queue can match the service
level of the physical queue, but management must
be able to predict accurately the expected delay and
communicate this information to customers.
To the best of our knowledge, our present work

is the first attempt to study analytically this type of

ticket queue, which differs from traditional queues
with balking in which arriving customers know either
the actual number of waiting customers or the actual
waiting time and then decide whether to join the
queue. The contributions of our work are threefold:
(1) we propose a modeling framework and quantita-
tive procedure for exact analysis of the single-server
ticket queue; (2) we develop an accurate and robust
heuristic to solve large-scale ticket-queue problems;
(3) we identify the system parameter values under
which the ticket and physical queues yield signifi-
cantly different balking rates; and (4) we propose an
improvement to the ticket queue that raises the per-
formance of the ticket queue to that of the physical
queue. These findings are relevant to service orga-
nizations currently deploying ticket-queue technol-
ogy, whether governmental or commercial, because
they provide an estimate of how the technology
affects their customer service. In cases in which the
effect of ticket-queue technology on customer ser-
vice is overly negative, our findings demonstrate how
the technology can be modified to make significant
improvements.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 is a brief review of the literature related to our
work. In §3, we describe the ticket technology and con-
struct a Markov model to enable computations. In §4,
we introduce a polynomial time heuristic for the ticket
queue and assess its solution quality. In §5, we qual-
itatively and quantitatively compare the performance
measures of the ticket and physical queues, discuss
when information loss in the ticket queue should be
a concern to management, and propose an improve-
ment to avoid its performance shortfall. Finally, in §6,
we conclude this paper with a summary of results and
a discussion of future research directions.

2. Literature Review
Research on queues with customer balking dependent
on the queue length was mostly done in the 1960s by
Cox and Smith (1961), Aneker and Gafarian (1962a, b),
Cox and Miller (1965), and Reynolds (1968). The more
challenging problem of balking dependent on the
waiting time was first addressed by Barrer (1957) and
Gnedenko and Kovalenko (1968) in the M/M/1 set-
ting. Generalization to the G/M/1 setting was done
by Finch (1960), to the M/G/1 setting was by Rao
(1968), to the G/G/1 setting by Stanford (1979) as well
as Baccelli et al. (1984), and to theM�n�/M/m/FCF S+
G setting by Movaghar (1998). There are also works
on the similarly challenging problem of balking de-
pendent on waiting plus service time, including
Loris-Teghem (1972), Gavish and Schweitzer (1977),
Hokstad (1979), and Van Dijk (1990). Research on
tele-queues with customer abandonments dependent
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on customers’ patience was reported in Mandelbaum
and Shimkin (2000) and Zohar et al. (2002). Our work
differs from all of these in that in ticket queues, the
abandonment is based on the ticket position, which
only provides partial information on actual queueing
congestion.
Another body of literature that relates to our work

is research on the psychology of queueing, especially
pertaining to the impact of information as provided
to queueing customers. Its importance is discussed in
Larson (1987) and quantified in a controlled exper-
iment by Katz et al. (1991). Further empirical stud-
ies were performed by Taylor (1994) and Hui and
Tse (1996). Analytical modeling studies were done
by Whitt (1999), to which our work is similar in
spirit. Whitt conducted a comparison study of two
M/M/s/r systems, in which one system provided
no information to waiting customers and the sec-
ond system gave the system state and the queueing
time information. He developed algorithms to com-
pute important performance measures. In particular,
he used numerical studies to show that the first model
has higher customer balking rates than the second.
Whitt’s result agrees with the findings of our numer-
ical study.

3. The Ticket Queue and a Markov
Chain Model

Ticket-queue technology operates as follows. Each
customer is issued at arrival a ticket that bears a num-
ber that runs in increasing order. The number being
served is broadcast on a display panel. When the ser-
vice of the customer with the displayed number is
finished, the system calls for the next number if it
is not the last number issued; otherwise, the system
infers that there are no waiting customers and dis-
plays the next number to be issued so that the next
arriving customer will be served immediately upon
arrival. We assume that the technology makes the
service provider constantly aware of the last num-
ber issued. We also assume that neither the service
provider nor the customers know which customers
have already walked away with their tickets, until
their numbers are called.
To facilitate the construction of a Markov model for

the ticket queue, we make some additional technical
assumptions: Potential customers arrive in a Poisson
process with rate �. The calling time for each num-
ber is negligible. The service time for a customer
who does not balk is exponentially distributed with
mean 1/�, whereas that for a balking customer is
zero. A customer can only abandon the system at
the time of his arrival, which happens when the dif-
ference of his ticket number and the panel display
number, denoted generically as D, is greater than or

equal to a constant K, which is the tolerance level of a
customer’s patience. Hereafter, we call D the number
difference or the ticket position interchangeably. We
denote the actual number of customers present in the
system, also known as the queueing position of the
arriving customer, by a generic random variable N .
The difficulty with the analysis of the ticket queue

is that neither D nor N individually nor jointly carries
all the information about the ticket queue. To formu-
late a Markov model for the ticket queue we have
to define states at a more detailed level. Specifically,
we let state 0 represent an empty system and define
a state as a vector x = �n1� � � � �nL�, where nl is the
number of tickets issued counting from the lth join-
ing customer prior to the �l + 1�th joining customer.
Clearly, nl ≥ 1 for l = 1� � � � �L. The dimension of the
state vector x, L, varies between 1 and K and repre-
sents the actual number of customers in the system
(i.e., L is a realization of N ). Note that the first cus-
tomer must be in service. A new customer arriving in
state x will observe his ticket position as either 0 or∑L

l=1 nl and will balk if and only if it is greater than
or equal to the balking limit K. Therefore, state x =
�n1� � � � �nL� will change at rate � to x= �n1� � � � �nL�1�
if
∑L

l=1 nl < K and to x= �n1� � � � �nL+1� if
∑L

l=1 nl ≥K.
When a service completion takes place, all the n1− 1
numbers of the balking customers between the first
and second joining customers will be instantaneously
released. As such, the system state will transit from
x= �n1�n2� � � � �nL� to x′ = �n2� � � � �nL� at rate �.
Our state definition enables a compact represen-

tation of system states. For example, if we use an
indicator function to denote whether a customer has
joined the queue, then the system state would take a
form such as �1�1�1�0�0�0�1�0�. Using our compact
state representation, this state is represented by x =
�n1�n2�n3�n4�= �1�1�4�2�. Note that our system state
definition contains complete information on N and D
(in the above example N = 4 and D= 1+1+4+2= 8).
The complete state space is

�� =
{
x= 0 or x= �n1� � � � �nL��

L−1∑
l=1

nl < K� nl ≥ 1�

l= 1� � � � �L� L= 1� � � � �K
}
�

where condition
∑L−1

l=1 nl < K ensures that each join-
ing customer observed his ticket position to be less
than the balking limit on arrival and hence stayed. For
convenience, given state x = �n1� � � � �nL�, we define
�x� = L as the dimension of x and �x� =∑L

j=1 nj . It can
be confirmed that the states of the ticket queue change
in a Markovian manner. The transition diagram of a
ticket queue with balking limit K = 4 is illustrated in
Figure 1. Here, all the arcs with rightward and down-
ward arrows correspond to new arrivals and have
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Figure 1 Transition Diagram of Ticket Queue with K = 4
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transition rate �, and all the arcs with leftward arrows
correspond to service completions and have transition
rate �. Note that a new arrival observing any shaded
state would balk because it satisfies

∑L
l=1 nL ≥ K = 4.

As an example, consider state (22). An arriving cus-
tomer observing state (22) would balk because her
ticket position, 5, is greater than her tolerance limit
K = 4. Therefore, state (22) transients to state (23) at
rate �. On the other hand, when the first customer
completes her service, state (22) jumps to state (2)
because the ticket number of the balking customer
between the first and second joining customers will
be called and discarded immediately, and the server
then calls the second joining customer for service.
The Markov chain turns out to be ergodic for any

� > 0, as long as the balking limit K is finite. This
claim is based on Proposition 1 (see §5.1), which states
that the number of customers in the ticket queue in
a busy period is stochastically smaller than its coun-
terpart in the M/M/1/K queue. Therefore, the mean
duration of the busy period in the ticket queue is
bounded above by that of the M/M/1/K queue. In
addition, whenever the system empties out all stay-
ing customers, all balking customers, if any, would be
released instantaneously. Consequently, both N and D
are stable for any given �> 0.
Unfortunately, the Markov chain only admits clean,

closed-form solution of the steady-state distribution,

denoted by �p�x�� x ∈ �� �, for small values of the balk-
ing limit K (the closed-form solution for K = 2 is given
in the online appendices that are provided in the e-
companion1). For general K, we apply the following
two-step procedure to solve for the steady state dis-
tribution:
Step 1. Aggregate all the states x ∈ �� with �x� = L

and nL ≥ K into a super state SL, L = 1�2� � � � �K. The
Markov chain with the super states (called hereafter
the aggregated Markov chain) has a finite state space
and can be modelled as a QBD process. We derive its
matrix product form solution in §3.1.
Step 2. Disaggregate super states and obtain steady

state probabilities of the states in super states recur-
sively, using the known probabilities derived in
Step 1. We illustrate this step in §3.2.

3.1. The Aggregated Markov Chain and
Its Stationary Distribution

Our state aggregation idea is based on the follow-
ing structure of the ticket queue. A state x ∈ �� with
�x� = L and nL ≥K (e.g., any state in the last three rows
of Figure 1) has the following property: A customer
arriving in such a state will balk since �x� ≥ nL ≥ K

1 An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the
online version that can be found at http://mansci.journal.informs.
org/.
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Figure 2 Transition Diagram for K = 4 with Super States
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and the number of joining customers after this event
remains L, whereas a customer departing in such a
state will reduce the number of joining customers to
L−1 and the Markov chain moves to state x′ ∈ �� with
�x′� = L−1 and n′

L ≥K. Therefore, we can aggregate all
the states with �x� = L and nL ≥ K into a super state,
as follows:

SL=�x∈ �� � �x�=L� nL≥K�� L=1�2�����K−1� (1)

SK = �x= �eK−1�nK�� nK ≥K�� (2)

where eL = �1� � � � �1� is an L dimensional unit vec-
tor and �eK−1�nK�= �1� � � � �1�nK�. We thus reduce the
state space to a finite set, specifically it is

� =
{
x�

L−1∑
l=1

nl < K� nL <K� nl ≥ 1�

l= 1� � � � �L� L= 1� � � � �K
}
∪ �S1� � � � � SK��

The aggregated Markov chain on state space �
turns out to be a QBD process (Neuts 1981, Chapter 3)
if we partition the state space � into disjoint subsets
�K0�K1� � � � �KK�, where K0 = �0�, and

KL = �x ∈� � �x� = L� nL <K�∪ �SL��

L= 1�2� � � � �K� (3)

In words, KL is the collection of all the L-dimensional
state vectors representing L customers in the system.
Within KL, we order any two states x = �n1� � � � �nL�
and x′ = �n′

1� � � � �n
′
L� in lexicographic order, i.e., x is

listed ahead of x′ if nL < n′
L; or if nL = n′

L and
∑L−1

l=i ni ≤∑L−1
l=i n′

i for all 1≤ i≤ L− 1.

For example, the partition of � for K = 4, with KL

following our lexicographic order, is given by

K0 = �0��

K1 = �1�2�3� S1��

K2 = �11�21�31�12�22�32�13�23�33� S2��

K3 = �111�211�121�112�212�122�113�213�123� S3��

K4 = �1111�1112�1113� S4��

Figure 2 illustrates the transition diagram of the
aggregated Markov chain for K = 4.
Treating subsets �K0�K1� � � � �KK� as blocks with

K+ 1 levels, we can readily see that a block transition
can change its level by at most 1. Let �KL� denote the
cardinality of KL. Thus we can treat our Markov chain
as a QBD process with the block partitioned infinites-
imal generator given by

Q=




−� A01

�e′K A11 A12

A21 A22 A23
� � �

� � �
� � �

AK−1�K−2 AK−1�K−1 AK−1�K
AK�K−1 AK�K



�

(4)
where e′K is the transpose of vector eK , AL�L, AL�L+1
and AL+1�L are �KL� × �KL�, �KL� × �KL+1�, and �KL+1� ×
�KL� matrices, respectively, for L= 1�2� � � � �K.
Let pL be the steady-state probabilities for states

in KL. Note that p0 = p�0�, and pL is a �KL� dimen-
sional row vector. We can represent distribution
�p�x�� x ∈� � by vector p= �p0�p1� � � � �pK�, which can
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be computed by solving balance equations pQ = 0,
i.e.,

−�p0+�p1e
′
K = 0� (5)

pL−1AL−1�L +pLAL�L +pL+1AL+1�L = 0�
L= 1� � � � �K− 1� (6)

pK−1AK−1�K +pKAKK = 0� (7)

Note that (6) results in a �KL� dimensional row vector,
corresponding to the �KL� balance equations associ-
ated with the states in KL. Recursively, we can write
the solution to (5)–(7) as follows:

pK =−pK−1AK−1�K�AKK�
−1 ≡ pK−1RK−1�K� (8)

pL = pL−1RL−1�L� L= 1� � � � �K− 1� (9)

where RL−1�L, a �KL−1� × �KL� matrix, can be found
recursively using

RK−1�K =−AK−1�K�AKK�
−1� (10)

RL−1�L =−AL−1�L�AL�L +RL�L+1AL+1�L�
−1�

L= 1� � � � �K− 1� (11)
Then we have

pL = p0RL� L= 1� � � � �K� (12)

where p0 = p�0� is a scalar and

RL =
L∏

l=1
Rl−1� l

is a �KL� dimensional row vector. Now, using the nor-
malization equation

pe′�� � = p0
(
1+

K∑
L=1

RLe
′
�KL�

)
= 1�

where �� � is the total number of states in the set � ,
we obtain

p0 =
1

1+∑K
L=1RLe

′
�KL�

� (13)

pL =
RL

1+∑K
L=1RLe

′
�KL�

� L= 1� � � � �K� (14)

It is worth noting that the aggregated Markov
chain contains complete information of N , because
P�N = L� = ∑

x∈KL
p�x�, L = 1�2� � � � �K. Other key

information such as the customer’s balking probabil-
ity can also be obtained from �p�x�� x ∈� �. However,
�p�x�� x ∈� � gives neither the complete marginal dis-
tribution of D nor the complete joint distribution
of �N�D�, as both depend on the individual proba-
bilities of the states in the super states. Computing
the individual probabilities of the states in the super

states is carried out in Step 2 of our two-step pro-
cedure, which is the focus of the next subsection.
Equations (EC.A1)–(EC.A11) in Appendix A (all ap-
pendices are available in the electronic companion)
illustrate the first step of the procedure for K = 2.
We close this subsection by noting that an alterna-

tive way to solve the aggregated Markov chain is to
partition state space � by the value of nL, that is,
we can define blocks by T0 = �0�, Tn = �x� nL = n�,
n= 1�2� � � � �K − 1, and TK = �SL� L= 1� � � � �K�. Refer-
ring to Figure 2, each block contains all the states
in the same row. The Markov chain associated with
this partition turns out to be the GI/M/1 type (Neuts
1981) that has a lower Hessenberg-block-partitioned
infinitesimal generator. The computational complex-
ity of the Markov chain with this partition is no easier
than that under our current partition, which gives a
simpler QBD process and a straightforward recursive
procedure to compute its steady-state distribution.

3.2. Steady-State Probabilities of the States in
Super States

This subsection carries out the second step of our solu-
tion procedure, i.e., deriving the steady-state prob-
abilities of the individual states in the super states.
We first disaggregate each super state into individual
states, and then repartition state space �� into disjoint
subsets �Tn� n≥ 0�, where T0 =K0 = �0� and

Tn = �x ∈ �� � nL = n� L= 1�2� � � � �K�� n= 1�2� � � � �

So Tn contains all the states x with nL = n, for n =
0�1�2� � � � � Within Tn, we order any two states x and
x′ in lexicographic order, i.e., x is listed ahead of x′ if
�x�< �x′� or �x� = �x′� and ∑L−1

l=i ni ≤
∑L−1

l=i n′
i for any l. It

can be verified that

�Tn� =
K∑

L=1

∑
x�nL=n

nl = 2K−1� n≥ 1�

Referring to Figure 1, Tn contains all the states in the
nth row of the diagram, n≥ 1.
Note that the steady-state probabilities of the states

in Tn, n≤K− 1, have already been derived in Step 1.
In what follows we focus on obtaining the steady-
state probabilities for states in sets Tn, n≥ K. Clearly⋃

n≥K Tn =
⋃K

L=1 SL. Treating sets �Tn� n ≥ 0� as blocks
and n≥ 1 as block levels, one sees that for any n≥K,
the Markov chain can transit from Tn to T0 or Tn+1, or
remain in the same set Tn (as noted, the Markov chain
with partition �Tn� is a GI/M/1 type). In particular,
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the block-partitioned infinitesimal generator (we only
show the relevant portion) is of the form

�Q=




B �I 0

B �I

B �I




� (15)

where I is the 2K−1 × 2K−1 identity matrix, I 0 is the
same as I , except its first entry on the main diago-
nal is zero, and B is a lower triangular 2K−1 × 2K−1

matrix. In (15), the first row (column) with nonblank
entries corresponds to the infinitesimal generator for
TK−1, and the second row (column) with nonblank
entries corresponds to that for TK , and so on. All
blank entries are either equal to zero or irrelevant
to the computation of the desired probabilities. Once
balking limit K is specified, matrix B can be readily
specified. For example, when K = 4, we have Tn =
�n�1n�2n�3n�11n�21n�12n�111n�, n≥K− 1, and

B=


−��+�� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
� −��+�� 0 0 0 0 0 0
� 0 −��+�� 0 0 0 0 0
� 0 0 −��+�� 0 0 0 0
0 � 0 0 −��+�� 0 0 0
0 � 0 0 0 −��+�� 0 0
0 0 � 0 0 0 −��+�� 0
0 0 0 0 � 0 0 −��+��



�

Let �pn be the steady-state probability vector associ-
ated with set Tn. For n≥K, the balance equations for
�pn in matrix form are as follows:

��pK−1I
0+ �pKB= 0� (16)

��pn + �pn+1B= 0� n=K�K+ 1� � � � � (17)

Let �R0 =−�I 0B−1 and �R=−�B−1. Then we have

�pK = �pK−1�−�I 0B−1�= �pK−1 �R0� (18)

�pn = �pn−1�−�B−1�= �pK�−�B−1�n−K

= �pK−1 �R0 �Rn−K� n=K+ 1�K+ 2� � � � � (19)

Because �pK−1 is known from the aggregated Markov
chain solution derived in the previous subsection, the
steady-state probabilities of the individual states in
the super states can be computed using (18)–(19).
Equations (EC.A13)–(EC.A18) in Appendix A illus-
trate the second step of the solution procedure for
K = 2.

3.3. Key Performance Measures of the
Ticket Queue

Given stationary distribution �p�x�� x ∈ �� �, we are
able to compute the joint distribution of N and D as
well as their marginal distributions. The marginal dis-
tributions of N and D are, respectively,

P�N = 0�= p�0� and P�N = L�= ∑
x∈KL

p�x��

L= 1�2� � � � �K� (20)

P�D= 0�= p�0� and P�D= d�= ∑
x��x�=d

p�x��

d= 1�2� � � � � (21)
Statistics for N and D, such as their means, can then
be obtained. The key system performance measures
such as the customer balking probability, Pb, and the
system utilization factor, �e, can be obtained as

Pb = 1−
∑

x��x�<K

p�x�� (22)

�e =
�

�
�1− Pb�= ��1− Pb�� (23)

From a customer’s perspective, the key information
is the estimated queueing position given his ticket
position, N � D = d. The condition distribution of
N �D= d is given by

P�N =L �D=d� = P�N =L�D=d�

P�D=d�
=

∑
x�x∈KL��x�=d p�x�∑

x��x�=d p�x�
�

d=L�L+1����� (24)
with its mean satisfying

E*N �D= d+ =
d∧K∑
L=0

LP�N = L �D= d�

=
∑d∧K

L=0
∑

x∈KL��x�=d Lp�x�∑
�x�=d p�x�

� (25)

From which we obtain the estimate of the waiting
time W given the ticket position:

E*W �D= d+= 1
�
E*N �D= d+� (26)

If the disutility for the waiting time shows nonlinear-
ity, as reported in several cases by Katz et al. (1991),
one would need the conditional waiting time distribu-
tion of W �D= d. We can compute the distribution by

P�W ≤w �D= d� =
d∧K∑
L=1

P

( L∑
n=1

Tn≤w

)
P�N =L �D=d��

d ≥ 1� (27)
where Tn are i.i.d. exponential random variables with
rate �, and P�N = L �D= d� is given in (26).
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However, both Steps 1 and 2 discussed in the pre-
vious two subsections are hindered by the curse of
dimensionality: The cardinalities of KL and Tn grow
exponentially large with K. Specifically, the cardinal-
ity of Tn is 2K−1, n≥ 1, that of KL is

�KL� = �K− 1� ·
(
K− 1
L− 1

)
+ 1� L= 1� � � � �K� (28)

as shown in Appendix B. Thus the total number of
states in the aggregated Markov chain is

�� � = �K0� +
K∑

L=1
�KL� = �K− 1�

K∑
L=1

(
K− 1
L− 1

)
+K+ 1

= �K− 1� · 2K−1+K+ 1� (29)

For example, for K = 10, maxL��KL�� = 1�135, �Tn� =
512, and �� � = 4�619; and for K = 20, maxL��KL�� =
1�755�183, �Tn� = 524�288, and �� � = 9�961�493. We
have only managed to numerically carry out the two-
step procedure for K up to 9. Thus we need to develop
an approximation procedure for the computation of
the ticket queue, which is the subject of the next
section.

4. The Approximation and
Its Accuracy

Because the exponential complexity of our solution
procedure is mainly due to the large sizes of KL

and Tn for large K, we need to reduce their sizes
by intelligently eliminating the states with negligible
probabilities. Note that if the staying and balking cus-
tomers can be separated into two groups, and we only
keep track of the total number of customers in each
group, then the number of states in our Markov chain
will be greatly reduced. Thus we consider a mod-
ification of the ticket queue that contains two sep-
arate queues, one queue contains joining customers
(called the joining customers’ queue) and another con-
tains balking customers (called the balking customers’
queue). We give the joining customers’ queue a higher
priority of service. A customer arriving to the mod-
ified ticket queue still receives a ticket and uses her
ticket position to make the joining/balking decision.
Her ticket position in the modified ticket queue cor-
responds to the total number of customers in both
queues (a customer cannot observe individual queue
lengths). As such, a customer’s balking behavior is the
same as in the original system. However, if a customer
decides to stay in the modified ticket queue, she
would be placed at the end of the joining customers’
queue, otherwise at the end of the balking customers’
queue. As the joining customers have higher service
priority, all the balking customers are released simul-
taneously as soon as the joining customers’ queue

becomes empty. The two systems would have simi-
lar stochastic behavior if in the original ticket queue
intermixing of joining and balking customers rarely
occurs, i.e., whenever balking customers are present,
they are most likely clustered at the end of the queue,
rather than intermixed with joining customers. Such
phenomena could be intuitively imagined for heavy
and light load queues and were indeed observed in
many of the simulations that we have conducted.
For the modified ticket queue we only need a dou-

blet �L�n� to represent a state, where 0≤ L≤K is the
length of the joining customers’ queue (including the
customer under service, if any) and n ≥ 0 is that of
the balking customers’ queue. Our solution procedure
for the modified ticket queue is similar to the two-
step procedure described in the previous section for
the original ticket queue, but on a drastically reduced
state space. Namely, in Step 1 we obtain the stationary
distribution of the modified ticket queue with certain
sets of states aggregated into super states; in Step 2 we
disaggregate the super states and compute the prob-
abilities of individual states in the super states. As
the two-step solution procedure is similar to the one
detailed in §§3.1 and 3.2, we only briefly outline each
step here.
The aggregated Markov chain for the modified

ticket queue is defined similarly to its counterpart in
the original ticket queue. Without causing ambiguity,
redefine super states SL as

SL = ��L�n�� n≥K− 1�� L= 1�2� � � � �K�

A customer arriving in a state in SL would balk be-
cause L + n ≥ 1 + �K − 1� = K. We still refer to the
set of states that have L staying customers as KL, i.e.,
K0 = ��0�0�� and

KL = �x= �L�n�� 0≤ n≤K− 2�∪ SL� L= 1�2� � � � �K�

Note that here �KL� = K, L≥ 1. The state space of the
modified Markov chain with super states is given by

� a = �x= �L�n�� 0≤ L≤K� 0≤ n≤K− 2�
∪ �S1� � � � � SK�� (30)

Now, �� a� = K2 + 1, which increases quadratically
instead of exponentially in K as in (29). For example,
when K = 10, �� � = 4�619 but �� a� = 101, which rep-
resents a state reduction by a factor of 45; and when
K = 20, �� � = 9�961�491 but �� a� = 401, a state reduc-
tion by a factor of 29,000. The drastically reduced state
space in the modified ticket queue with state aggre-
gation greatly simplifies the computational effort.
Continuing with the example of K = 4, the new

transition diagrams, without and with state aggrega-
tion, are illustrated by Figures 3 and 4.
To compute the stationary distribution �pa�x��

x ∈ � a�, we again treat �K0� � � � �KK� as blocks and L
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Figure 3 Transition Diagram of Modified Ticket Queue with K = 4
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as block levels. As before, the modified Markov chain
with super states can be regarded as a QBD process
with the block-partitioned infinitesimal generator Q
redefined as

Q=




−� A01

�e′K A11 A12

�I A22 A23
� � �

� � �
� � �

�I AK−1�K−1 AK−1�K
�I AK�K



�

(31)
where A01 = ���0�0� � � � �0� and of dimension 1× K;
AL�L+1 is a K×K diagonal matrix with the first K−L
main diagonal entries equal to �, L= 1� � � � �K−1, and
zero otherwise; and AL�Ls, L= 1� � � � �K− 1, are upper

Figure 4 Transition Diagram of Modified Ticket Queue with Super
States and K = 4
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triangular matrices of the following type

AL�L=




−��+�� 0
� � �

� � �
−��+�� 0

−��+�� �
� � �

� � �
−��+�� �

−�



�

(32)

Let pa
0 = pa�0�0� and pa

L be the probability vector
associated with set KL, L = 1� � � � �K − 1. Following a
similar development as in (5)–(14), we can derive

pa
0 =

1
1+∑K

L=1RLe
′
K

� (33)

pa
L =

RL

1+∑K
L=1RLe

′
K

� L= 1� � � � �K� (34)

where, with a slight abuse of notation, RL is now rede-
fined as

RL =
L∏

l=1
Rl−1� l� (35)

and RL−1�L, redefined, can be found recursively using

RK−1�K =−��AKK�
−1� (36)

RL−1�L=−��AL�L−�RL�L+1�
−1� L=1�����K−1� (37)

Next, we compute the probabilities of the individ-
ual states in the super states following a procedure
similar to that in §3.2. As before, after decomposing
super states into individual states, we repartition the
states in the modified ticket queue by n, the length of
the balking customers’ queue. Let Tn be the set of the
states that have n balking customers, defined as

T0 = ��0�0�∪ �L�0�� L= 1�2� � � � �K��

Tn = ��L�n�� L= 1�2� � � � �K�� n= 1�2� � � � �
The states in Tn are ordered increasingly with L. The
cardinality of Tn is K, for n≥ 1. Note that the steady-
state probabilities of the states in sets T0� � � � � TK−2 are
known via (34). The infinitesimal generator with par-
tition �Tn� is similar to (15) and takes the form (again,
we only display the portion that is useful for comput-
ing the steady-state probabilities of x ∈ Tn, n≥K− 1�

�Q=




B �I 0

B �I

B �I




� (38)
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but now I is the K×K identity matrix, I 0 is the same
as I except its first entry on the main diagonal is zero,
and B, redefined, is a K × K lower triangular matrix
given by

B=




−��+��

� −��+��
� � �

� −��+��

� −��+��



�

(39)
Denote �pa

n as the probability vector associated with
block Tn, n≥ K − 1. Following the similar arguments
that lead to (18)–(19), we obtain

�pa
n = �pa

K−2�−�I 0B−1��−�B−1�n−K+1 = �pa
K−2 �R0 �Rn−K+1�

n=K− 1�K� � � � � (40)

where �R0 = −�I 0B−1, �R = −�B−1, and B is defined
by (39). Therefore, �pa

n, n ≥ K − 1, can be computed
using �pa

K−2 given in (34).
Given distribution �pa�x��, we are able to compute

the performance measures defined in §3.3 in the same
way for the modified ticket queue as for the orig-
inal ticket queue. To compare the behavior of the
original and modified ticket queues, we evaluated
a total of 130 different system parameter settings
created from combinations of 13 different balking lim-
its K = 2�3� � � � �9�10�20�30�40�50 and 10 different
traffic intensity levels � = �/� = 0�1�0�2� � � � �0�9�1�0.
Here, although the system is stable for any posi-
tive �, we only test cases with � up to one as we
believe they represent the most common system con-
figurations. For K = 2� � � � �9, we carry out the exact
computation for the original ticket queue. For K =
10� � � � �50, we rely on simulations of the original
ticket queue because the exact solution of �p�x�� can-
not be obtained due to the exponential growth of
the state space. The computed and simulated results
for the original ticket queue are compared against
the computed results �pa�x�� for the modified ticket
queue. The snapshots of the comparisons between
the distributions of N and Na and that of D and Da

are shown in Figures 5–8, for K = 9 and K = 50 and
various � values. Those plots show that the modi-
fied ticket queue behaves extremely close to the orig-
inal ticket queue measured by the distributions of N
and D.
To quantify the closeness of two plotted lines, we

report two measures: MAD (maximum absolute dif-
ference), which is the maximum of all the absolute dif-
ferences, and TAD (total absolute difference), which is
the sum of all the absolute differences. Table 1 reports
MAD and TAD for the 10 worst scenarios of TAD
over the 130 scenarios tested. Table 1 suggests that

Figure 5 Comparison of Distributions of N and Na, K = 9,
�= 0�1�0�2� � � � �0�9
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the approximation is excellent, but may deteriorate
when the traffic intensity becomes extremely heavy,
for example � = 1. Nevertheless, the worst TAD is
about 0.07 and the worst MAD is 0.0059; together
these indicate that the modified ticket queue gen-
erates a good approximation even when � = 1. We
report the averages of MAD and TAD over 130 cases,
which can be found in the last row of Table 1. These
statistics further support our conclusion that the plot-
ted lines for the distributions of N and Na, as well as
for that of D and Da, are extremely close over a wide
range of parameter values.
We also compare the balking probabilities Pb and Pa

b

for the 130 scenarios, and partial results are shown in
Figures 9–10. In particular, we find that TAD (=MAD)
ranges between 0 to 0.00651, with an average of

Figure 6 Comparison of Distributions of N and Na, K = 50,
�= 0�7�0�8�0�9�1�0
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Figure 7 Comparison of Distributions of D and Da, K = 9,
�= 0�1�0�3� � � � �0�9�1�0
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0.00196. we find that APE (absolute percentage errors)
range from 0.0293% to 5.619%, with an average of
1.006%, over the 130 scenarios tested. Finally, using
APE computed as 100% × �E*N a+ − E*N +�/E*N +, we
compare E*N + and E*N a+ for the various values of
�K��) as shown in Figures 11 and 12. APE in general
is a meaningful measure to compare the relative dif-
ference between two quantities. However, when the
denominator is extremely close to 0, it can become
unstable; hence, we have not used it in probability
and distribution comparisons that approach 0 rapidly
in our data.
In conclusion we have provided numerical evi-

dence to justify the approximation of the original
ticket queue by the modified one, and demonstrated
that the approximation is of high quality in terms

Figure 8 Comparison of Distributions of D and Da, K = 50,
�= 0�7�0�8�0�9�1�0
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Table 1 Comparisons of N and Na and D and Da:
10 Worst Cases of TAD over 130

P 	N
 P 	D


K � TAD MAD TAD MAD

6 1 0.02297 0.00514 0.01680 0.00514
7 1 0.02556 0.00542 0.02037 0.00542
8 1 0.03041 0.00592 0.02076 0.00592
9 0.9 0.02151 0.00445 0.02238 0.00449
9 1 0.03292 0.00588 0.02397 0.00580
10 1 0.03434 0.00591 0.02544 0.00591
20 1 0.04667 0.00534 0.03380 0.00528
30 1 0.06411 0.00453 0.04265 0.00451
40 1 0.07508 0.00402 0.05729 0.00382
50 1 0.06489 0.00307 0.04699 0.00303

Max. over 130 0.07508 0.00592 0.05729 0.00592
Average over 130 0.00812 0.00141 0.00774 0.00179

of computational efficiency, solution accuracy, and
robustness.
It is plausible to conjecture that Na is a stochastic

lower bound of N . Indeed, our computation results
confirm this conjecture for the system configurations
K = 1� � � � �9 and � = 0�1� � � � �1�0. The computation
results also show that the difference P�N ≥ n� −
P�N a ≥ n� tends to increase in K and �. Unfortunately,
we were unable to prove this conjecture using a sam-
ple path coupling method.
Before we conclude this section, we report our dis-

covery of the approximately linear relationship be-
tween the queueing position and the ticket position
when the customers’ tolerance limit K is increased. To
our surprise we found that E*N a �Da = cK+, with c con-
stant, increases approximately linearly in K. To com-
pute E*N a � Da = cK+, observe from Figure 3 that for
the modified ticket queue, event �Da = d� corresponds
to the entries on the dth northeast to southwest

Figure 9 Comparison of Pb and P a
b , �= 0�1�0�3� � � � �0�9
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Figure 10 Comparison of Pb and P a
b , �= 0�7�0�9�1�0
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diagonal. Therefore,

P�Da = d�=
d∧K∑
l=1

pa�l� d− l�� (41)

E�N a �Da = d�=
∑d∧K

l=1 l · pa�l� d− l�

P�Da = d�
� (42)

We have carried out the above computation for
c= 0�5�0�6� � � � �1�0 at different � and K values for the
modified ticket queue. Figure 13 reports the approxi-
mate linear relationship of E*N a �Da = cK+ in K, which
holds for all values of c at � = 0�9 (although not
shown here, the approximate linear relationship also
holds for all other � values we tested). To further
establish validity of the linear relationship, we have
also simulated E*N � D = cK+ in the original ticket

Figure 11 Comparison of E	N
 and E	Na
, K = 2� � � � �9
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Figure 12 Comparison of E	N
 and E	Na
, K = 10�20� � � � �50
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queue for the same c, K, and � values. The simula-
tion results, shown in Figure 14, indeed confirm the
approximate linear relationship.
The approximately linear relationship between

E*N �D= cK+ and K is interesting because it suggests
that management can perform sensitivity analysis of
E*N � D = cK+ as the customer’s tolerance level K
varies and use the result to guide its service improve-
ment policy. For example, when c= 1, E*N �D=K+ is
the expected queueing position of the marginal balk-
ing customer. If this information can be easily com-
puted for various K and passed on to customers, it
can assist customers in the expected waiting time esti-
mation and reduce the balking rate. We will elaborate
on this view in §5.2.
We also observed the following nonsurprising con-

clusions: (i) E*N �D = cK+ is decreasing in c, and for
sufficiently small c, E*N �D= cK+≈ cK, because when

Figure 13 E	Na � Da = cK
, c= 0�5�0�6� � � � �1�0, �= 0�9
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Figure 14 E	N � D = cK
, c= 0�5�0�6� � � � �1�0, �= 0�9
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the ticket position is small almost all customers are
most likely to be present; and (ii) E*N � D = cK+ is
decreasing in � as higher traffic intensity implies a
higher percentage of balking customers, which leads
to lower E*N �D= cK+.

5. Service Improvement of the
Ticket Queue

As we mentioned, whereas the ticket queue offers sev-
eral advantages over the physical queue, it has the
significant drawback that both management and cus-
tomers do not have complete information about the
number of customers in the system. Hence, the fol-
lowing questions are relevant to the attractiveness of
ticket queues: When does such information loss hin-
der a customer’s ability to make a sound decision and
cause the system’s service quality to degrade? What
is the compound effect of customers’ impatience level
and traffic intensity on the abandonment rate? How
can the performance of the ticket queue be improved
to benefit both the customers and the system? This
section is focused on answering these questions.
To facilitate our analysis, we make a simplifying

assumption that customers are naive and will balk
if and only if their ticket position is greater than or
equal to their impatience threshold K. In effect we
compare the ticket queue with balking limit K with
the M/M/1/K queue with the same balking limit.
Although this assumption ignores other possible deci-
sion rules of customers, we contend that it never-
theless can reveal the essential stochastic behavior in
the two systems and provide management with use-
ful guiding principles for service improvement in the
ticket queue. This insight enables us to develop an
improvement to the ticket queue that simplifies the
customer’s task of making the right decision, and in

the meantime virtually eliminates the performance
gap between the physical and ticket queues.

5.1. Stochastic and Numerical Comparisons of the
Ticket Queue and the M/M/1/K Queue

Denote N , Na, and Np (W ,Wa, andWp) as the station-
ary numbers (stationary waiting times) of joining cus-
tomers in the ticket, modified ticket, and physical (i.e.,
M/M/1/K) queues, respectively. Denote also Pb, Pa

b ,
and P

p

b as the balking probabilities in the ticket, mod-
ified ticket, and physical queues, respectively. The
next proposition shows that, compared with a phys-
ical queue, a ticket queue is “less crowded,” but has
a higher balking probability. The proof appears in
Appendix C.

Proposition 1. Consider the ticket, modified ticket,
and physical queues that have the same arrival rate �, ser-
vice rate �, and balking limit K. Then
(a) P�N ≤n�≥P�N p≤n� and P�N a≤n�≥P�N p≤n�,

hence, E*N +≤ E*N p+ and E*N a+≤ E*N p+;
(b) Pb ≥ P

p

b and Pa
b ≥ P

p

b .

Because W =∑N
n=1 Tn (Wa =∑Na

n=1 Tn, Wp =∑Np

n=1 Tn),
where Tn, n≥ 1, are i.i.d. exponential random variables
independent of N (Na�N p), Proposition 1 implies

P�W ≤w�≥ P�Wp ≤w� and

P�Wa ≤w�≥ P�Wp ≤w��
(43)

E*W+≤ E*W p+ and E*W a+≤ E*W p+� (44)

We note in passing that Proposition 1 and (43)–(44)
give easily computable bounds for the key perfor-
mance measures in the ticket queue, whose analytical
solutions are intractable.
We surmise that the probability of abandonment in

the service system is a key measure that is central to
both the customers and management. To understand
the effect of partial information on abandonments,
we compare the absolute difference (TAD) and per-
centage difference (APE) of the balking probabilities
between the modified ticket queue and theM/M/1/K
queue, defined as Pa

b − P
p

b and 100% × �P a
b − P

p

b �/P
p

b ,
respectively, for all values of 0< �≤ 1 and 2≤K ≤ 50.
Figures 15 and 16 report our findings for TAD as a
function of K and �, and Figures 17 and 18 for those
of APE.
In order to identify the parameter settings under

which the two systems give the different ranges
of TAD, we partition in Figure 16 the parameter space
�K��� into three nonoverlapping regions: significant,
moderate, and insignificant. The three regions are sep-
arated by two increasing switching curves, which are
the contours of TAD at levels 0.01 and 0.03. The
significant region contains the �K��� values under
which TAD is at least 3% and goes up to 6%; in the
moderate region, TAD is between 1% and 3%; and in
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Figure 15 Balking Probability Difference (TAD) of Ticket Queue and
M/M/1/K
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the insignificant region, less than 1%. Tables 2 and 3
report the TAD and APE numbers for the significant
and moderate cases.
Our qualitative and quantitative results suggest

several management insights:
1. Proposition 1 implies that even though the ticket

queue is actually less crowed (in the stochastic sense)
than the physical queue by the “head count,” it
appears busier than the latter by the “ticket count.”
Because the ticket count is visible and the head count
is hidden, this discrepancy may result in naive behav-
ior by customers that is harmful both to them and to
the business. For business, it means lost sales even
when it has ample capacity to provide service. For
customers, it means unsatisfied demand even when
they can tolerate the wait. To influence customer
behavior and thereby improve service, management

Figure 16 Partition of Parameter Space �K� �� with Different TAD
Ranges
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Figure 17 Percentage Balking Probability Difference (APE) of Ticket
Queue and M/M/1/K
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must communicate to customers this hidden informa-
tion in a clear and quantifiable way.
2. The difference in behavior between the ticket

and physical queues measured by TAD can be large
when customers are impatient and traffic intensity is
high. As seen from Figure 16, TAD decreases in K
for fixed �, and increases in � for fixed K. This
means that the ticket and M/M/1/K queues show
the most significant balking probability differences
for small K and large � values, and this difference
can be as high as 6%. In the significant region a
large number of balking customers is likely, which
leads to a significant difference between the ticket
and queueing positions. Table 2 shows that in the
significant region, the percentage balking probability
(APE) increase in the ticket queue averages a signifi-
cant 57%. Therefore, effective strategies for maintain-
ing service performance are especially needed for the

Figure 18 Partition of Parameter Space �K� �� with Different APE
Ranges
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Table 2 Balking Probability Comparison of Ticket Queue and
M/M/1/K : Significant Cases �>3%�

K � P a
b P p

b TAD APE%

2 0.7 0.258 0.224 0.034 15.36
2 0.8 0.300 0.262 0.038 14.43
2 0.9 0.339 0.299 0.040 13.46
2 1.0 0.372 0.330 0.042 12.59
3 0.7 0.174 0.135 0.038 28.33
3 0.8 0.219 0.173 0.045 26.14
3 0.9 0.262 0.212 0.050 23.81
3 1.0 0.300 0.246 0.054 21.74
4 0.7 0.121 0.087 0.034 39.84
4 0.8 0.166 0.122 0.044 36.22
4 0.9 0.212 0.160 0.052 32.23
4 1.0 0.252 0.196 0.056 28.72
5 0.8 0.129 0.089 0.040 45.29
5 0.9 0.176 0.126 0.050 39.42
5 1.0 0.218 0.163 0.056 34.27
6 0.8 0.102 0.066 0.036 53.71
6 0.9 0.149 0.102 0.047 45.78
6 1.0 0.192 0.139 0.054 38.83
7 0.8 0.082 0.050 0.031 61.71
7 0.9 0.127 0.084 0.043 51.57
7 1.0 0.172 0.121 0.051 42.67
8 0.9 0.110 0.070 0.040 56.94
8 1.0 0.156 0.107 0.049 45.97
9 0.9 0.096 0.059 0.037 62.01
9 1.0 0.142 0.096 0.047 48.85
10 0.9 0.085 0.051 0.034 66.86
10 1.0 0.131 0.086 0.044 51.40

Average 0.187 0.143 0.044 38.45

ticket queue with impatient customers and moderate
or heavy traffic. As K increases and/or � decreases
(more patient customers and lighter traffic load), TAD
gradually decreases and eventually vanishes for suffi-
ciently large K and/or small �. In these insignificant-
difference cases the system can offer customers a
comfortable queueing environment while maintaining
the same service level as that of the physical queue.
3. It is well-known that the balking probability of

the M/M/1/K queue, Pp

b , is convex and is increas-
ing in � and decreasing in K. That is, the physi-
cal system’s performance deteriorates quickly when
K becomes smaller and � larger. Our computational
result confirms the same pattern for Pa

b and TAD =
Pa
b −P

p

b . This means that both Pa
b and TAD deteriorate

at an accelerating speed as the balking limit decreases
and the traffic intensity increases. In other words, the
ticket queue tends to exacerbate the already poor ser-
vice of the physical queue. Indeed, Table 3 shows that
in the moderate region the M/M/1/K system has an
average balking probability of 5%, and this perfor-
mance is worsened to 7% on average in the ticket
queue. In contrast, Table 2 shows that in the signifi-
cant region, the M/M/1/K system has a rather high
average balking probability of 14.3%, and this perfor-
mance deteriorates to 18.7% in the ticket queue. This

Table 3 Balking Probability Comparison of Ticket Queue and
M/M/1/K : Moderate Cases (1% to 3%)

K � P a
b P p

b TAD APE%

2 0.3 0.075 0.065 0.010 15�59
2 0.4 0.120 0.103 0.017 16�61
2 0.5 0.167 0.143 0.024 16�67
2 0.6 0.213 0.184 0.030 16�16
3 0.4 0.051 0.039 0.012 29�68
3 0.5 0.087 0.067 0.020 30�72
3 0.6 0.129 0.099 0.030 30�03
4 0.5 0.046 0.032 0.014 42�62
4 0.6 0.080 0.056 0.024 42�33
5 0.6 0.050 0.033 0.017 53�43
5 0.7 0.086 0.057 0.029 50�43
6 0.6 0.031 0.019 0.012 63�51
6 0.7 0.062 0.038 0.023 60�37
7 0.7 0.045 0.026 0.018 69�80
8 0.7 0.032 0.018 0.014 78�78
8 0.8 0.066 0.039 0.027 69�42
9 0.7 0.023 0.012 0.011 87�36
9 0.8 0.053 0.030 0.023 76�91

10 0.8 0.043 0.023 0.020 84�25
20 0.9 0.029 0.014 0.015 110�63
20 1.0 0.072 0.043 0.029 67�61
30 1.0 0.049 0.028 0.021 76�96
40 1.0 0.036 0.020 0.017 83�96
50 1.0 0.029 0.015 0.014 89�87

Average 0.070 0.050 0.020 56�82

finding again points to the need for effective manage-
ment of the ticket queue when its parameters fall into
the moderate or significant region.
4. It is no coincidence that ticket queue technol-

ogy is deployed predominantly in systems with heavy
traffic, such as the three real-world ticket systems dis-
cussed in §1. If we use the timesensitivity or service
utility as a measure of customer patience level, then
people visiting bank offices are likely to be less patient
than those visiting DMVs, who in turn are less patient
than those visiting the Immigration Department. Our
study indicates that the service level of a bank office
or DMV could be much poorer than management is
led to believe, if the physical queue’s service level is
used as an estimate of that in the ticket queue. Fur-
thermore, we note that APE increases in K for fixed �
(recall the opposite for TAD), with the large values of
APE occurring in the insignificant region. This can be
explained by the fact that both systems in the insignif-
icant region have very low balking probabilities, and
thus APE inflates the percentage difference of the two
small values. Therefore, we contend that TAD should
be the primary measure supplemented by APE for
quantifying the stochastic difference between the two
systems.

5.2. The Ticket-Plus Queue
The previous section showed that a larger perfor-
mance gap occurs between the ticket and physi-
cal queues when the customer is impatient and/or
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the traffic intensity is high. This motivates us to
propose an improvement to the ticket queue: In
addition to issuing a ticket with a number, on the
ticket can also be printed the expected waiting time
�1/��E�N �D= d� for a given ticket position d. The
new information will correct the customer’s biased
estimate of his expected delay, d/�. To implement the
improvement we assume that the ticket technology,
equipped with a decision support system, enables
the system to keep track of ticket count d and pro-
vide the needed information dynamically. We call
the resulting queue the ticket-plus queue. As reported
in §1, some versions of the queue flow software prod-
ucts are already available commercially. Larson (1987,
p. 900) reports that customers usually “feel better”
about queueing when they are provided with infor-
mation that allows them to estimate in advance their
waiting time. An experiment by Hui and Tse (1996)
shows that waiting-time information has a positive
effect on service evaluation through a more positive
affective response to wait.
To facilitate computation of the expected waiting

time �1/��s E�N �D= d� we assume that management
is aware that a customer will balk the queue if his
estimation of the expected waiting time is more than
K/� for some integer value K; i.e., if no waiting-time
information is provided the customer will balk when
his ticket position is K and higher. Then we find the
smallest integer �K such that

E*N �D= �K+≥K� (45)

where the expectation is computed according to the
approximative procedure of §4 using �K as the balking
limit. An upward search is applied in the finding of �K.
As we have observed at the end of §4, E*N �D=K+
increases in K in an approximately linear fashion.
Thus �K is well defined, indeed in the numerical exam-
ples below we have always successfully determined
it uniquely. After obtaining �K we use it to compute
�1/��E�N � D = d� for ticket positions d = 1� � � � � �K,
and provide the customer with ticket position d with
the unbiased, average waiting time �1/��E�N �D= d�.
Because customers only balk when the average wait-
ing time is expected to be above K/�, given the extra
information provided by the ticket-plus queue, they
would now balk only when their ticket position is �K
and above. As a result, the ticket-plus queue behaves
the same way as the ticket queue with a balking
limit �K. We recommend printing the average waiting
time on the ticket as a means for communicating the
precise nature of the new information to customers, so
that it can be used appropriately to guide customers
to behave the same way as in a ticket queue with
balking limit K.

Figure 19 Comparison of Balking Probabilities of Ticket-Plus Queue
and M/M/1/K , �= 0�1�0�3� � � � �0�9

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0
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Ticket-plus queue: Approximation
M/M/1/K

Figure 19 shows that, for various K and � values,
the ticket-plus queue always yields a balking prob-
ability virtually identical to that of the M/M/1/K
queue. The largest balking probability difference
(TAD) is only 0.009. Using the relationship �e = �P

p

b ,
where �e is the system utilization factor, one sees that
the ticket-plus queue and the M/M/1/K queue have
virtually the same system utilization.
It may be interesting to compare the expected wait-

ing times for those customers that do not balk in the
two queues. Table 4 reports APE for the 10 worst
cases over the 130 cases tested. As seen from Table 4,
the expected waiting times for the ticket-plus queue
and the M/M/1/K queue are almost always identical,
where W+ and D+ (Wp and Dp) denote the waiting
time and ticket position in the ticket-plus (M/M/1/K)
queue. APE ranges between 0% and 4%, with an aver-
age of 0.78%. We again observe that the largest dif-
ferences often occur in extremely heavy traffic when

Table 4 Expected Conditional Waiting Time of Ticket-Plus Queue and
M/M/1/K : 10 Worst Cases

K � E	W+ � D+ < �K
 E	W p � Dp < K
 APE%

2 1.0 0.96 0.99 2.99
3 1.0 1.43 1.49 3.79
4 1.0 1.90 1.98 4.00
5 1.0 2.37 2.47 4.00
6 1.0 2.84 2.96 3.92
7 1.0 3.32 3.45 3.80
8 1.0 3.79 3.93 3.68
9 1.0 4.26 4.42 3.55
10 1.0 4.73 4.90 3.42
20 0.9 6.60 6.42 2.81

Max. over 130 4.00
Average over 130 0.78
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the approximation is less accurate. Of course, Table 4
implies that E*N+ �D+ < �K+≈ E*N p �Dp <K+.
In conclusion, we have shown that, by informing a

customer of his anticipated delay based on the ticket
position, management can raise the performance of
the ticket queue to the level of the physical queue,
while maintaining the benefits of the former. Our
analysis also indicates that the improvement is most
beneficial when the (K��) values fall into the signifi-
cant region in Figure 16. An implication is that, when
the queueing is heavy and frequent abandonments
are observed, a possible solution is to invest in more
sophisticated information technology with the capa-
bility to provide the customers with more accurate
waiting-time information. This would hold particu-
larly true for those services that are either not so
time sensitive (e.g., bank branch offices and DMVs)
or available elsewhere (e.g., restaurants).
We close this section with a word of caution: Al-

though we conclude that the ticket-plus queue and
the M/M/1/K queue perform virtually identically in
several first moment measures (such as the expected
waiting time), it cannot be inferred that the two sys-
tems will match up with each other in higher moment
measures. For example, it is intuitive that the waiting
time of the ticket-plus queue is more variable than the
one in the M/M/1/K queue, because in the former
a customer’s queueing position is a random variable
whereas in the latter it is an observed constant.

6. Conclusions and Future Research
In this paper, we study a type of ticket queue that
is becoming increasingly popular in service indus-
tries. We gain insight into the impact of information
loss in ticket queues on key service performance mea-
sures and propose a remedy to correct shortcom-
ings. We also present efficient and effective evaluation
tools that can help management quantify service per-
formance, accurately predict customer waiting times
based on their ticket positions, benchmark the perfor-
mance gap with the physical queue, and implement
an improvement when it is called for.
Ticket-queue technology opens a new area for re-

searchers to explore. Given its widespread adoption
in government agencies and commercial service orga-
nizations, we expect research interests in this subject
to grow. We see several possible research directions
for ticket-queue management.

6.1. Modeling and Performance Evaluation of
Ticket Queues

In order to manage ticket queues effectively, manage-
ment needs tools to estimate key performance mea-
sures accurately. This calls for the development of

more general ticket-queue models. One of our ongo-
ing projects is to study a ticket queue with paral-
lel agents and both balking and reneging customers.
These Markov models can serve as the starting points
from which to study more complex networks of
service facilities. When the Markov assumption is
severely violated, various approximation techniques
reported in queueing theory may be applied to pre-
dict performance measures. Also, stochastic ordering
techniques (Shaked and Shanthikumar 1994), com-
monly used to study qualitative structure of a stochas-
tic system, should help to develop easily computable
bounds and effective approximation methods for a
complex ticket system. In addition, ticket technol-
ogy enables the collection of rich information of cus-
tomers’ demand pattern, patience levels, and balking
behavior. This information can then be incorporated
into modeling ticket queues.

6.2. Improving Customer Service
In this paper, we assume that a customer’s balking
decision is based on her expected delay in the sys-
tem. In reality, a customer’s decision may depend on
other attributes of his anticipated delay. Larson (1987)
discusses several cases in which customers have non-
linear disutility of their anticipated delay. Indeed, pro-
viding guarantees for quality of service (QoS) has
become a critical issue for many service providers.
Providing guarantees demands an accurate prediction
of the conditional tail distribution P�W ≥ w � D = d�
(see (27) for its expression) or the disutility function
E*u�W �D= d�+. Efficient methods to estimate those
measures pose an interesting future research topic. If
reneging becomes a significant concern, then provid-
ing customers with dynamic waiting time information
may be an effective means to discourage abandon-
ment. We note that some companies use handheld
electronic devices to communicate with the customers
in their virtual queue. For example, some restaurants
issue beepers to arriving customers, allowing restau-
rant staff to alert customers when service becomes
ready. Such a queueing technology not only enhances
customers’ comfort level in the virtual queue, but also
allows management to gain full information on the
number of waiting customers in the virtual queue,
because reneging customers return their beepers to
the system before departing. This allows management
to provide real-time waiting time information to cus-
tomers via their handheld electronic devices.

6.3. Understanding Customer Psychology
We are not aware of any empirical work on human
behaviors in ticket queues. There is a substantial body
of research concerning customer psychology in phys-
ical queues and telephone call centers. The reader is
referred to the research bibliography with abstracts
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on the queueing psychology research by Mandelbaum
(2004). Due to the significantly different operating
characteristics between physical and ticket queues,
customer perceptions on waiting and their balking
and reneging behaviors may differ in the two sys-
tems. For example, we wonder, do customers per-
ceive ticket queues in the same way as they perceive
physical queues? What attributes of ticket queues are
important to customers? Are they less likely to balk or
renege in ticket queues than in physical queues? How
do they cope with incomplete information in ticket
queues when making balking and reneging decisions?
Empirical studies on customer psychology in ticket
queues will shed light on these questions. Rich data
gathered by ticket-queue technology can be mined
to learn customers’ behavior. A deeper understand-
ing of customer psychology in ticket queues will help
researchers develop better models that reflect cus-
tomers’ behavioral characteristics.

7. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available
as part of the online version that can be found at
http://mansci.journal.informs.org/.
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